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FAMIS

• Starting RFI/RFP Process
• Will Go to Market Early 2019
• RFP by September 2019
• Likely a Cloud Based Solution
• Continue Legacy Improvements
Key Cabinets

• Key Watcher TrueTouch

• Completed PPD Upgrades

• Exploring Mobile Management

• Testing Bins for Other Assets

• Suggesting for Use Campus Wide
Devices

• Phase I App is Complete

• Deployed in Trinity and MedPlex

• Davis and Others Soon to Follow

• Mobile Device Management

• Great User Feedback for Phase II
Digital Displays

• Displays in Every Zone
• On-board Computers in All
• Developing Digital Signage (FWI)
• Wireless KB/Mouse
• Communications Portal
Time Clocks

• Migrated to Kronos InTouch

• Testing Biometrics Now

• Exploring Exempt Direct Entry

• Researching Notifications

• Mobile Use On Horizon ... Maybe
Computers

• Mini Replaces Tower Form Factor
• All Windows 10 by end of 2019
• Mobile Device Use Reduces Fleet
• Large/Dual Monitor Use Rising
• IE 11/Java 8.181 best for FAMIS
Copiers

- Lease Machines Up for Renewal
- SymQuest Switch to Kyocera
- Wide Format MFP Available
- Right Fax Sunset, Fax Boards Too
- Document Management Needed
Other Software Solutions

- Evaluating Energy Manager
- Inspect n’ Track Stable
- CostLab for Asset Modeling
- BI Publisher Replaces CR
- Comp Suite Tracks Refrigerants
Questions